
My older sister is very (good/well) at football.

Some animals are very (dangerous/dangerously), such as large cats and sharks.

The gymnast performed his difficult floor routine (perfect/perfectly).

The rock concert fundraiser for the school finished very (late/lately).

She walked into the house (quiet/quietly) so as not to disturb her dog. 

At the zoo, the (slow/slowly) two-toed sloth climbed up the tall tree.

His favourite music pupil plays the electric guitar (good/well).

Our grandmother (rare/rarely) bakes for us anymore. 

They are (amazing/amazingly) dancers and should win the trophy.

Her (playful/playfully) new puppy loved to catch the ball.

Adjective or AdverbAdjective or AdverbAdjective or Adverb Adjective or Adverb 
Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.       
Circle in red if it is an adjective and in blue if it is an adverb.
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Adjective or Adverb AnswersAdjective or Adverb Answers
Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.       
Circle in red if it is an adjective and in blue if it is an adverb.

My older sister is very (good/well) at football.

Some animals are very (dangerous/dangerously), such as large cats and sharks.

The gymnast performed his difficult floor routine (perfect/perfectly).

The rock concert fundraiser for the school finished very (late/lately).

She walked into the house (quiet/quietly) so as not to disturb her dog. 

At the zoo, the (slow/slowly) two-toed sloth climbed up the tall tree.

His favourite music pupil plays the electric guitar (good/well).

Our grandmother (rare/rarely) bakes for us anymore. 

They are (amazing/amazingly) dancers and should win the trophy.

Her (playful/playfully) new puppy loved to catch the ball.
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I am wearing a (colourful/colourfully) dress to my birthday party. 

He made sure that he answered all of the test questions (correct/correctly).

All the athletes were very (thirsty/thirstily) after the competition. 

You should remember to cut the ribbon for the present (careful/carefully).

Her parents were (serious/seriously) frustrated with the traffic on the roads.

Koko was (angry/angrily) after her foot was stepped on in the queue.

We haven’t seen you at drama class (late/lately).

The engines on the aeroplane were (noisy/noisily) and I couldn’t sleep.

During the cricket match, Ellis caught the ball (brilliant/brilliantly).

We had to guess at the (approximate/approximately) size of our lounge when 
buying a new sofa. 

Adjective or AdverbAdjective or AdverbAdjective or Adverb Adjective or Adverb 
Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.       
Circle in red if it is an adjective and in blue if it is an adverb.
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Adjective or Adverb AnswersAdjective or Adverb Answers
Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.       
Circle in red if it is an adjective and in blue if it is an adverb.

I am wearing a (colourful/colourfully) dress to my birthday party. 

He made sure that he answered all of the test questions (correct/correctly).

All the athletes were very (thirsty/thirstily) after the competition. 

You should remember to cut the ribbon for the present (careful/carefully).

Her parents were (serious/seriously) frustrated with the traffic on the roads.

Koko was (angry/angrily) after her foot was stepped on in the queue.

We haven’t seen you at drama class (late/lately).

The engines on the aeroplane were (noisy/noisily) and I couldn’t sleep.

During the cricket match, Ellis caught the ball (brilliant/brilliantly).

We had to guess at the (approximate/approximately) size of our lounge when 
buying a new sofa. 
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Her rucksack was (heavy/heavily) with all the books she had taken out of the 
library.

Too much sugar can be (bad/badly) for you.

We boarded our aeroplane (happy/happily).

The moon shone (bright/brightly) over the crashing ocean waves. 

My aunt sometimes ties my hair too (tight/tightly) at the back. 

My dad brought Grandma some (pretty/prettily) flowers.

Our horse moved (easy/easily) through the fields and over the closed gate.

He worked (hard/hardly) to create a beautiful back garden. 

Their new caravan was very (expensive/expensivily).

The dolphin swam (lazy/lazily) along the shoreline.

Adjective or AdverbAdjective or AdverbAdjective or Adverb Adjective or Adverb 
Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.       
Circle in red if it is an adjective and in blue if it is an adverb.
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Adjective or Adverb AnswersAdjective or Adverb Answers
Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.       
Circle in red if it is an adjective and in blue if it is an adverb.
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Her rucksack was (heavy/heavily) with all the books she had taken out of the 
library.

Too much sugar can be (bad/badly) for you.

We boarded our aeroplane (happy/happily).

The moon shone (bright/brightly) over the crashing ocean waves. 

My aunt sometimes ties my hair too (tight/tightly) at the back. 

My dad brought Grandma some (pretty/prettily) flowers.

Our horse moved (easy/easily) through the fields and over the closed gate.

He worked (hard/hardly) to create a beautiful back garden. 

Their new caravan was very (expensive/expensivily).

The dolphin swam (lazy/lazily) along the shoreline.
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I had to buy (new/newly) goggles for swimming after my current ones snapped. 

Miles is always (polite/politely) when he speaks to adults.

Their new car moved (beautiful/beautifully) down the motorway.

Her ability to speak French wasn’t very (good/well).

Her hair was an (absolute/absolutely) mess after the fair ride.

Our new neighbour is a (nice/nicely) person.

I’m (terrible/terribly) sorry, it was an accident.

My uncle (patient/patiently) taught me how to play cricket.

My friend (selfish/selfishly) kept the last biscuit for himself.

The (brave/bravely) fireman rescued many people from the burning house.

Adjective or AdverbAdjective or AdverbAdjective or Adverb Adjective or Adverb 
Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.       
Circle in red if it is an adjective and in blue if it is an adverb.
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Adjective or Adverb AnswersAdjective or Adverb Answers
Choose the correct word to complete the sentence.       
Circle in red if it is an adjective and in blue if it is an adverb.
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I had to buy (new/newly) goggles for swimming after my current ones snapped. 

Miles is always (polite/politely) when he speaks to adults.

Their new car moved (beautiful/beautifully) down the motorway.

Her ability to speak French wasn’t very (good/well).

Her hair was an (absolute/absolutely) mess after the fair ride.

Our new neighbour is a (nice/nicely) person.

I’m (terrible/terribly) sorry, it was an accident.

My uncle (patient/patiently) taught me how to play cricket.

My friend (selfish/selfishly) kept the last biscuit for himself.
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